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SUMMARY
Executive summary:

This document attaches two papers produced by insurance brokers
regarding insurance-related issues of relevance to the discussion of
the draft protocol to the Athens Convention.

Action to be taken:

The Conference is invited to consider the information and take action
as appropriate.

Related documents:

-

1
The International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI) has expressed views at numerous
sessions of the Legal Committee in recent years concerning:
(a)

the importance of security behind insurance cover;

(b)

whether the cover should include wilful misconduct and scope of cover generally;

(c)

the importance of International Group of P&I Clubs cover, with regard to the
confidence shipowners have in it and the specialized service it provides; and

(e)

the capacity of insurance cover available.

2
IUMI feels that many of the above issues are considered in papers produced by two
leading insurance brokers and we suggest that it may assist deliberations at the Diplomatic
Conference for delegates to see these papers, which are reproduced with the permission of the
authors.
3
IUMI will be holding its Annual Meeting in September 2002, when the Athens protocol
may again be discussed. Any matters forthcoming from that discussion will be reported verbally
to the Diplomatic Conference in October.
***
For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Delegates are
kindly asked to bring their copies to meetings and not to request additional copies.
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Athens Convention - Proposed New Protocol
18/07/02

Comparison with other Passenger Carrying Regimes
The two closest comparisons are transport by rail and by air. These two forms of
transport are not directly comparable with sea transit, and particularly cruise
operations (who are probably more analogous to moving hotels/resorts rather than
methods of transport) but comparing different carriers obligations in respect of
passengers is still interesting.
Air Transit
International air transit has historically been governed by the Warsaw Convention
(1929) though it is probably more pertinent to review the more recent proposed
amendment, the Montreal Convention. This was proposed in 1999 and though not
yet ratified it is expected to be a matter of time before it is widely accepted.
The Montreal Convention imposes strict liability and mandatory insurance limits up to
SDR 100,000 per capita. In excess of this threshold, liability is theoretically
unlimited, however, the airline operator can escape liability where they are able to
disprove negligence, wrongful act or omission on their part. The insurer can retain
limited policy defences and there is no requirement for provision of guarantee by the
insurers.
Aircraft have passenger capacity in the hundreds, rather than the thousands, hence
the mandatory passenger liability limits are comparatively manageable and well
within the norm for the insurance market. The minimum limit required by the CAA for
UK airlines is £150 million, although the minimum purchased by airlines is at least
£750,000,000.
As an aside the airline industry provided a good example of how limited capacity
affects availability of cover. Following September 11, aviation war third party
(excluding passenger) liability coverage was impossible to place and governmental
intervention was required to enable air travel to continue.
Train Transit
The most recent convention on international carriage by rail (COTIF) entered into
force in the UK in 1996. The uniform rules apply an upper limit per passenger of
70,000 SDR in the event of death or personal injury. The period of limitation is three
years in respect of passengers. The Train companies retain defences under certain
circumstances including actions of third parties or the plaintiffs themselves. It is
intended that these limits will be revised by the Vilnius Protocol, which is expected to
come into force after 2004. Under this Protocol, the upper limit per passenger will be
increased to 175,000 SDR although similar defences will remain.
Interestingly these limits apply to the Eurostar, which directly competes with crossChannel ferry services.
Limits of this size are again manageable within the insurance market.

Willis
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Proposed New Protocol to the Athens Convention

Adviser
Key messages
■ Accurately predicting insurance market conditions

and capacity is difficult
■ P&I clubs might restrict cover for passenger liabilities
■ Alternative insurers might find the proposed

aggregation of exposure unacceptable
■ Club cover restrictions might also necessitate an

alternative global claims-handling facility
■ Commercial insurance solutions would be vulnerable

to market cycles

The proposed new protocol to the Athens Convention is
likely to call for new insurance requirements. There are a
number of issues raised by the debate surrounding the
various proposals. There are obvious problems in attempting
to predict accurately insurance market conditions and capacity
some years hence. Some non-passenger ship operating
International Group P&I club members are also unwilling to
share in the higher risk presented by a more onerous liability
regime for the passenger shipping industry. In addition, the
insurance market might well find the suggested solutions
unacceptable in view of the high limits required. And
creating a global alternative to the current system for
handling complex and often sensitive claims could well
prove another stumbling block.
The time frame makes sensible debate now very difficult.
Any new protocol including the insurance requirements is
unlikely to have legal force in any jurisdiction for several
years after the diplomatic conference in October 2002.
Therefore, much of what is being said at present is speculation
on a problem that may require a solution several
years hence. It is obviously extremely difficult to predict with
any degree of reliable accuracy what conditions will prevail in
the insurance markets in the future, particularly the
insurance capacity likely to be available if capacity
alternative to the International Group P&I clubs is required in
any significant way in the terms some delegations propose.

The existing cover afforded through membership of an
International Group P&I club is capable of responding to any
legal liability imposed by a new protocol to the Athens
Convention, unless the clubs determine otherwise. This
includes a regime that requires waiver of defences, other
than the wilful negligence of the insured. It is clear that
among the overwhelming majority of non-passenger ship
operating International Group P&I club members there is
growing support for restrictions on club cover for
passenger liabilities, should the passenger shipping industry
face increasingly onerous liability regimes, especially of the
sort described in Professor Rosaeg’s paper (1). Such restrictions
could take the form of a financial limit on cover, perhaps
equivalent to the current US$1 billion limit of cover for oil
pollution liability. There is also a very real risk that
International Group P&I club cover might only be available in
respect of liabilities a club member would have incurred had
some or all ordinary common law defences been available.
Thus the imposition of the most generous regime to
passengers may actually cause the limitation of International
Group club cover, that the new regime would be primarily
reliant upon for the most effective solution.
Current International Group P&I club cover has the highest
available limits and a long-established performance record. It
is the accepted insurance of passenger liabilities governed by
US law, under which there are no limitations on the ship
operator’s liability.
BankServe’s paper (2) makes the point that the theoretical
limit of club cover of around US$4.25 billion would be
inadequate to meet a ‘possible maximum loss’ resulting from
total loss of life following a collision between two of the very
largest cruise vessels afloat. BankServe has calculated this to
be something approaching US$5 billion. Even allowing for
the ‘pay to be paid’ rule that the P&I clubs operate and the
necessity of collecting overspill call that would fall on the
small minority of clubs that do not have either reinsurance
protection or more than adequate free reserves, this is by far
the highest limit of cover available for any similar line of
exposure. It has been available to this extent or more for
decades (in fact P&I club cover was theoretically financially
unlimited until quite recently).
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Furthermore, the International Group P&I clubs have a long
track record of handling passenger ship claims, and have
often used the mutuality of the International Group system
to pay compensation amounts in excess of the Athens
Convention limitation (eg ‘Herald of Free Enterprise’, ‘Estonia’
etc). It is a system of insurance that has certainly been fully
acceptable to ship operators, claimants and financiers, as
well as legislators concerned with the high proportion of
cruise vessels trading within or subject to US law and
jurisdiction, where there are no limits on liability towards
passengers and where any new protocol is unlikely to have
force.

However, either BankServe ‘solution’ would presumably be
acceptable under Professor Rosaeg’s proposals only on the
basis of cover for each and every loss during the period for
which the insurance is in force. This would result in a
potential aggregation of exposure theoretically only limited
by the number of passenger vessels in operation. It is likely
that the insurance markets would now regard this aggregation
of exposure as somewhat realistic, especially given that
cruise vessels, in particular, often trade in close proximity, for
example in Alaska and in the Caribbean. It is therefore
extremely unlikely that either ‘solution’ could offer cover in
that way.

Present availability of insurance capacity
The ‘expensive solution’ described in BankServe’s paper - the
separate insurance of passenger ship liabilities arising from
the new protocol - would in our view be subject to all the
problems that BankServe has identified and at least one
more. This is the availability of insurance capacity in absolute
terms and specifically to respond to the relatively very
onerous terms (compared to the Montreal Convention, for
example) that Professor Rosaeg has described.

Logistics of handling passenger claims
BankServe’s description of the ‘cheaper solution’ does not
make any reference to the infrastructure requirements such
an entity would necessarily create. As BankServe points out,
oil pollution claims in the US are relatively infrequent, and
the P&I insurers have almost always taken the leading role in
claims handling, up to final settlement. A new protocol to the
Athens Convention that led to restrictions on club cover
would mean that the International Group P&I clubs would be
much less likely to undertake a claims handling role in all
cases. In all likelihood, the ‘cheapest solution’ would require
a global capability for handling what are often complex and
highly sensitive claims. From a purely practical perspective, it
is difficult to see how personnel with the requisite skills
and experience could be attracted to such an entity in the
face of serious doubts about its long-term sustainability.

Similarly, the ‘cheaper solution’ - an insurance of the
difference between the new protocol and potentially restricted
International Group P&I cover - though more attractive in
purely theoretical terms, would face the same very serious
difficulty, especially in the event of such restrictions on
International Group P&I club cover. The current ‘CoFR’
system required under OPA ‘90 (which is very much not a
‘fronting’ facility for the International Group system),
succeeds to a large extent because of the fact that there is
very little difference between the insurance available from
the P&I insurers and the ‘CoFR’ guarantees provided. It also
relies on the fact that the highest guarantee requirement,
which BankServe points out is less than US$400 million, is
well within the limits of capacity conventionally available
from the international marine liability insurance market.
US$5 billion of reinsurance coverage - for each and every loss
- would be unprecedented in the transportation liability
insurance markets. Even if available in favourable market
conditions, it would be very highly susceptible to adverse
market conditions. Indeed, even if a lower limit of compulsory
insurance were required - say US$2 billion for the larger
cruise and ferry vessels - an insurance policy including
unlimited reinstatements of such a limit would be difficult to
put in place. In the aftermath of the events of 11 September
2001, conditions in the insurance markets are very hard,
especially for risks demanding high limits of cover, and it is
somewhat doubtful that sufficient capacity could be raised
for a single limit of cover of US$5 billion.

Summary
A product to meet the more onerous insurance position
promoted by some delegates to the IMO Legal Committee
would not be required for several years. Therefore, we cannot
rule out its availability from the insurance markets at any
time and in any circumstances. However, a compulsory
insurance regime of that kind requires very high limits of
cover (well in excess of what is called for under OPA ‘90 or,
perhaps more appropriately, the Montreal Convention), strict
liability and the waiver of all defences on the part of the
insurer. In view of this, we believe a potential commercial
insurance solution, were it available in favourable market
conditions, would be so only on very limited terms. And it
would be highly vulnerable to changes in market conditions
in accordance with the usual cycle in the commercial
insurance markets, to say nothing of any actual
claim upon it. Meanwhile, there is a tangible risk that
International Group P&I club cover for passenger claims
could be restricted in terms of scope and limit were these
more onerous proposals adopted at October’s diplomatic
conference.
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(1) ‘Report of the Intercessional Liaison with Insurers on the Athens
Convention’ submitted to the participants of the Informal Meeting
on the Revision of the Athens Convention on 24 April 2002 in the
IMO Building (dated 8 April 2002), prepared by Professor Erik
Rosaeg of the Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law
(2) BankServe Insurance Services Limited’s paper dated 9 May
2002, entitled ‘An Opinion on the Feasibility of the Prospective
Protocol to the Athens Convention Being Met’. This Adviser also
takes into account subsequent papers prepared by Professor Rosaeg
and others.
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